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Adding Additional Vacuum Circuits 

1.) Turn On your robot and sign into your designated Level of Access   
2.) Go into Function>>>Function Set>>>Advanced>>>Output List  
3.) On the first page of the “Output List”, on the far-right column, there will be “Spare 1 Output” 

(SP1) and “Spare 2 Output” (SP2). Next to SP1 there will be a number value that should read 
“27”; and next to SP2, there will be a number value that should read “28”. These numbers are 
your Output Values.   

4.) While on the “Output List” select “Next” to view the second page of robot 

outputs.  

5.) In the middle column of “Output List” Page 2, There will be “Vacuum 3 Output” 

(SV3) and “Vacuum 4 Output” (SV4). Their Output values should be “40” and “41”, 
respectively. Change these Output Values to “27” and “28”, so that SV3 is now 

reading Output 27 and SV4 is now reading Output 28. You can change the output values 

  

SP1 & SP2 
 

Insert SP1 & SP2 Values 
into the SV3 & SV4 Output 
values, respectively 
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by selecting the output you would like to change and inputting the correct value as 
listed. 

 
6.) Once you have changed the Output Values, go back to the robot’s  

main page and select “Manual”. Once in “Manual”, turn on SG3 and SG4, lights DO11 and 
DO12 will light up. When SG3 is turned on, DO11 should light, and when SG4 is turned on 
DO12 should light. Once this has been confirmed, move on to the next step.  

7.) Remove both rectangular manifold covers.  

When SG3 is turned 
on DO11 should light.  
 
When SG4 is turned 
on DO12 should light 

Manifold Covers
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8.) Replace those covers with the provided 1-way FESTO directional valves. (Before valves are 
installed it is recommended to install the 6mm elbows and port plugs). Be sure to use the 
gaskets and bolts provided with the valves.  

9.) Now with the manifolds installed, attached the solenoid plugs to the solenoid outlet on the 1-
way directional valve. Terminate both the RED wires into a 24Vdc termination point on the 

adjacent terminal strip.   
10.) Now with the 24Vdc wires properly terminated, wire the black wires into a spare output terminal. 

If there is no spare termination point, locate (2) spare light-blue wires either wrapped around the 
black multi-wire insulation or inside the black insulation. Make note of the number(s) located on 
the outside of the chosen light-blue wire, or the wire leading into the termination point on the 
terminal strip. If there are no wires present, then (2) small gauge wires need to be ran from the 
solenoid location to the motion controller.   

Terminate each of the 
red solenoid wires into 
the 24Vdc termination 
point on the terminal 
strip 
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11.) With the BLACK wires terminated to (2) specific & separate wires, terminate those separate 
wires into DO11 & DO12. Remember DO11 is SG3, and DO12 is SG4, therefore when SG3 or 
SG4 is turned on, the energized wire coming out of DO11 or DO12 will light up the 
corresponding solenoid on the 1-way valve.   

 
12.) Once the 1-ways valves are wired, test the connections by bringing the robot into “Manual” 

mode and turning on SG3 & SG4. The solenoids in which DO11 & DO12 are wired to should 
illuminate, as with the respective DO11 & DO12 output indicator lights on the motion controller. 

Spare Wire wrapped around 
Black Insulation (or may cut 
be inside black insulation) 

Spare termination points on terminal strip 

The other ends in which the 
BLACK solenoid wires were 
terminated. 

Terminate selected wires into 
DO11 & DO12 to send the 
output signal to the 1-way 
valve’s solenoids. 
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13.) With the valves wired and tested, attach your Venturi Vacuum Generator into a safe 

and desired location, preferably near the original vacuum generators inside the 
robot’s carriage housing. 

14.) With the vacuum generators installed, connect (1) 6mm air line from each valve into 

the Pressured or “P” port of each vacuum generator. 

15.) Attach (2) separate air lines into each Vacuum or “V” port on each vacuum 
generator.  

16.) Run both of those 6mm air lines through the plastic cable management wire ways. Be 
careful that the lines are not pinched or kinked anywhere throughout the run. Pull 

the air lines up and down through the vertical arm until they are protruding out of 
the end of the vertical arm. Verify the airlines are not stretched and installed 
properly. 

17.) Now test the vacuum for SV3 and SV4 once again in “Manual” mode. Label each line 
SV3 and SV4 according to their vacuum response  


